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John Aquilan made a comparable thesis entitled Automation of time attendance system in , it stated that the
automation of the time attendance records, time in and time out of every employee using barcode system.
Where the sophistication lies within the programmed mechanism of the system, allowing for a quick and
simple implementation and employee training cycle, after all the true test of a system is not only in the
production and wealth of reporting, but in the simplicity and ease of its operation in conjunction with a simple
and accommodating implementation program. The technology also allows an almost instantaneous
identification. On this system one has to swipe their employee badge to clock in and out. The simulated results
are synergized and classified to evaluate different urban climatic conditions based on thermal comfort
consideration. So the proponents ask for the support of the company. The proponents conducted a survey to
the students in different curriculums and some teachers of Olongapo City National High School concerning
with the library. Over 35, businesses use Time Force. The implementation plan will be amended and updated
as new actions are introduced and as developments are implemented to the system. The means of getting
inside the company premises is by swiping cards into a machine that reads every record Management System
with DTR and Payroll of each employee then monitor and displays the time a particular employee logs in and
out. Response: Alert for possible evacuation C. Spatial identities are rather structured around personal
experiences that typically accumulate in several locales, since personal histories are increasingly characterized
by mobility. It is an important thing that a company or small business should have because it helps a lot in
many ways such as organizing, storing and manipulating data. The system tracks the performance of
employees regarding their attendance on a daily basis. They showed that the logarithm of skin color can be
decomposed as linear combinations of two components corresponding to melanin and hemoglobin
respectively. How will the company monitor weather condition in Olongapo City? This will help a lot in
monitoring attendances accurately and more precise. The direction of image gradient has been proposed for
lighting insensitive recognition and was shown to be insensitive to changes in lighting direction under a
Lambertian assumption. What are the common problems encountered by the accounting staff of Blanco
Family Academy in terms of using their manual system in processing payroll and time keeping? There are also
instances when the right information is given to a wrong person, which affect quality of the service.
Accountant will able to manage employee services, hours, pay rates. Features 1. Internet Research is one way
of giving the proponents valid information relating on the study. Technologies such as the Fingerprint
Biometrics ID System make identification and attendance an easy task. The system will display all the
information on cancellation of classes and office work within the area of Olongapo City. The system can only
broadcast weather and flood conditions within the areas of Olongapo City. This article scrutinizes the
meanings of spatial attachment to citizens and explores to what extent regional identities are meaningful in
everyday life. Blanco, his wife Loreta, and all seven children are all accomplished painters versed in the Folk
Realism style. The map could be used as a decision support tool in planning and policy-making processes. The
proposed system cannot be accessed online and it focuses only on the employees Time Keeping and Payroll
System of the Blanco Family Academy. This is for the proponents to come up with reliable and accurate
information that would help them to gather data and to know that there is a need for the study to be conducted.
Conceptual Model of the Study The Figure below shows the conceptual model of the study. Conceptual Model
of the Study Operational Definition of Terms Management System with DTR and Payroll Facial Recognition
refers to a biometric identification system which through pattern analyzation and comparison can be used for
identifying or verifying a specific person from a digital image. Mirador, we ask some question regarding to the
process of their respectable company. This will lead in lessening the expenses of the company which can be
used in their other expenses. James Academy stated that, in manual system in retrieving, maintaining security
and piling records take place because of the years gone by. Reducing the magnitude of damage by floods to
life and property and minimizing environmental impacts has been the major concern of disaster management
activities in Bangladesh. Get Essay The Online Geographical Live Forecasting System of Olongapo City is to
provide protection of life and property against natural hazards due to typhoons, floods, giant waves, and high
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seas. General Objective This study aimed to help the Blanco Family Academy to have an efficient and
effective way of monitoring their employees time keeping and payroll system to give a higher quality of
service. How will the citizens view latest news about weather and flood conditions of Olongapo City? This
paper integrates three disparate but well-founded bodies of research â€” on the vulnerability of local places
and social groups to climate change, on livelihoods and violent conflict, and the role of the state in
development and peacemaking, to offer new insights into the relationships between climate change, human
security, and violent conflict. According to the related article mentioned above, fingerprint scanning
technology has been used in many fields as a means of security to confidential government records. Table 1.
The proposed system provides a user friendly website that helps the citizens view weather and flood
conditions, latest news and information, and a scalable map of olongapo city. Our work is different in that we
use the gradient orientation pyramid instead of intensity differences or the intensity itself as a face description.


